This paper again specifies the major points of the article "Do Prime Numbers Obey a Three-Dimensional Double Helix?" [1] which was received on February 16, 2006 by Hadronic Journal. New information has been added and elucidated upon, such as why the numbers 2 and 3 are not considered true prime numbers, and why s in the following formulas for 6s − 1 and for 6s + 1 is really a composite number equal to the sum of two other numbers, suggesting that s is always to be considered as an integer. Other new information is added as well, such as how an engineer in a matter of seconds decomposed a large prime product into its constituent primes using basic software and won a contract for his firm.
Introduction
This addendum clears the air once and for all by reaffirming that the above author's paper of 2006 provides the first proof or initial discovery of the double helices of prime numbers, which, unfortunately, also includes prime products, by using the seven-column array. This discovery was made by letting the sequential set of integers found in a seven-column array with an infinite number of rows to "speak for themselves". When my paper of 2006 stated that 2 and 3 were not prime numbers, many mathematicians, instead of listening to what mathematics was telling them, had to "save" the definition of prime numbers at all cost by throwing a "life preserver" to the numbers 2 and 3, because these numbers could not swim in the sea of true prime numbers. The life preserver was in the form of double helices of their invention which allowed 2 and 3 to fall along these helices. Incidentally, where did these mathematicians obtain these double helices from anyway? The author proved his assertion of the double helices. There must be hundreds of thousands of curves of all types in mathematics, including both two and three-dimensional curves. How did these mathematicians happen to choose the double helices…why not single helices or triple helices? With such Fermat-type perspicacity, such "intellects" should easily be able to solve the Riemann Hypothesis! Do these mathematicians actually think that the double helices derived from the aforementioned seven column array were actually some sort of deception by mathematics? Do they think that mathematics can lie? Do they think that this seven-column array represents some sort of inconsistency in the foundations of mathematics? Not listening to what mathematics is saying only does a disservice to mathematics and for what reason? The saving of nationalistic and historic mathematical pride? The gung-ho desire for fame, fortune, and recognition? To put it bluntly, these theories that include 2 and 3 as part of the double helix system are erroneous and smack of finagling in order to force fit the numbers 2 and 3 into the prime number and prime product structure at any cost. The symbolic prime number scheme discovered by the author, namely, H 1 ⊗ H 1 = H 2 = H 2 ⊗ H 2 and H 1 ⊗ H 2 = H 1 shows that the product of prime numbers and even products of prime numbers with other prime products form a closed system. Including 2 and 3 into the set of prime numbers results in a system that is no longer closed. It's like multiplying two vectors together: one no longer ends up with a vector in the set of vectors; one ends up with a quaternion.
Why Does the Number 42 Show up in Prime Numbers?
The author believes that he read this in a book from years ago, ( )
but remembering that P 1 is negative, we take the absolute value as ( ) clude only columns 1-6, while column 7 only includes prime products involving 7, with the lone exception of prime number 7 on Helix 2 which is in row 1, column 7 (see Table 2 ).
The first set of double parallel lines in Table 2 is n = 0 or complex 0, the second set of double parallel lines is n = 1 or complex 1, and so on. The breakdown of s is as follows: s = r + n, where r is the row number of where the prime number is located and n is the complex it is located in.
Prime numbers or prime products falling on H1 are denoted (x = 1 to 6) by
where x represents the column number and n represents the complex number. For H2 (prime number 7 is included on H2 by including x = 7 only for row r = 1, see Table 2 for a visual representation) in similar fashion,
It is also true that the numbers along the helical lines can be represented by
again, where r is the row number and x is the column number. Solving for x and substituting in the above two equations, we obtain ( ) 
We now note that
P n x is always negative and , r x P is always positive, so we let
( ) which concludes the proof. See Table 1 for actual examples.
Why are the Numbers 2 and 3 not True Prime Numbers?
From the point of view of this paper, the numbers 2 and 3 are not prime numbers, even though they fall under the definition of prime numbers. This paper shows quite clearly, that the true prime numbers begin with 5 and 7. This paper takes the position that all true primes fall along the helical curves designated as H1 (6s − 1) and H2 (6s + 1), where s ≥ 1. Further, products of true primes also fall along one or the other of H1 or H2, with the exception of those involving 7, excepting column 7 row 1. This section will therefore deal with the larger sets of 6s − 1 and 6s + 1 (x = 1 to 7), which includes H1 and H2 (x = 1 to 6). If we consider the product of primes, then symbolically 
Discoverable Mathematics Instead of Postulate Driven Mathematics?
The Columbia Encyclopedia, Columbia University Press, Sixth Edition, (2000) defines mathematics: the deductive study of numbers, geometry, and various abstract constructs, or structures; the latter often "abstract" the features common to several models derived from the empirical, or applied sciences, although many emerge from purely mathematical or logical considerations. If what the author suspects is true, namely, that these double helices are in the discoverable category of mathematics (i.e. overlapping with experimental physics), then it may be a fair assertion that nature has a hand in determining which prime numbers are to be considered true prime numbers, irrespective of man's preconceived definitions of what is or is not a prime number. See the following Table 2 for an example of the prime number helices.
A bit of history is necessary in understanding Table 2 . This is due to the fact that the prime numbers are shoved further and further apart by the intercession of prime products and of multiple prime products. Prime numbers appear random, but they are not [2] . Twin or paired primes noted in the 2006 paper must also be infinite in number [3] .
The Runway Problem-How an Engineer Dealt in a Practical and Simple Way with a Large Prime Product
This paper relates simply to an imaginary off-hand conversation which the author heard about, but the numbers seem real. The conversation related to an un-named procurement official at some level of government who, along with other procurement officers in some un-named defense department of some un-named country, wanted a large runway built for experimental aircraft across a very large dry lake bed. These procurement personnel planned on having the project built by some un-named government contractor; however, this chosen government contractor would not be selected by the usual bid mechanism from a list of potential government contractors. Instead, they would choose the winning contractor by giving their engineers a bit of a mental exercise, because they wanted the most competent government contractor, irrespective of low bid, medium bid, or high bid. They therefore gave each potential contractor the dimensions of the proposed runway in the form of the total square footage of the runway. They gave the contractors only 6 hours to come up with the solution for the dimensions. The first to come up with the correct dimensions won the contract.
There was never any indication as to the course of action should no one achieve the desired results. They gave the contractors only one hint, namely, that the total square footage was the product of two prime numbers.
My imaginary informant told me that one of the government contracting engineers solved the problem in the 6-hour time period allotted. As serendipity would have it, this engineer just happened to be using his computer with Qua- This is apparently how the engineer did it.
The procurement officials gave the area of the runway as A = 3,945,911 square feet with the clue that it was a prime product. The engineer created a formula which gave only the smaller of the two dimensions of this area, and devised a formula which gave this smaller dimension with an upper bound to it.
He defined the smaller dimension as L 2 = 6S 2 + α, where α = +1 or −1.
He then gave the limits of S 2 as
The functions which he used in order to achieve a Target Value, required for the program, are as follows: This is opposed to non-unique areas, such as the number 10,000 which has 11 different solutions for the L integers. See Table 3 .
BONUS-How Can You Tell If Your Paper Has Been Plagiarized without Being Plagiarized?
An anonymous law student thinks he knows how the so called "predator pros" accomplish this in a very smooth and slick fashion. If you desire to plagiarize someone's paper, then the only obstacle is the published paper itself. How do you unpublish it? Well you don't. The trick is called the "red herring" approach, according to this law student. The "predator pro" pulls a red herring out of his hat and theoretically draws it across the path of your paper drawing attention from your paper to a "false source", which he sets up in plain view of everyone, usually with the collusion of other people or even universities, so that it attains the necessary characteristic of unimpeachability. The "predator pro" then declares publicly that he drew his "inspiration" from this "false source", which no one can doubt, and which no one can possibly relate back to your paper. At any rate, once he declares his "inspiration", he then migrates your ideas to this "false source". It then is perceived by everyone, that this "predator pro" could be the originator of your idea. The setting up of the "false source" is the absolute key to the success of this endeavor. One dead giveaway, is that the setup of the "false source" is always dated after your publishing date.
Conclusions
The overall main difference between this addendum and the main paper of 2006 (neglecting the added analytical and explanatory elucidations) is in attempt at recognizing and presenting better analytical insight (albeit very simplistic in nature) into why the numbers 2 and 3 are not true prime numbers. It is also important to emphasize again that the prime number double helices are a subset of 6s -1 and 6s + 1, involving columns x = 1 to 6, with the exception of prime number 7 in row 1 and column 7. The prime products involving x = 7 can only be analyzed in the two-dimensional representations previously alluded to.
The second main difference is to warn all scientists and mathematicians of the super-ambitious but low creativity vultures in the mathematical and physical sciences (or in the words of the anonymous law student, "predator pros") who 
